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Abstract 

The implementation of electronic procurement processes for product-service systems, consisting of 

material and service components requires a consideration of strategic, tactical and operational issues 

in procurement processes and information technologies. Increasingly, in certain industries, these 

product-service systems consist more and more of cloud-based components like online storage or web 

applications. In the past, the alignment of business processes with a focus on traditional procurement 

processes for products or services has been well established. But with the rise of product-service 

systems as core offering from companies, the design of hybrid procurement processes in value 

networks has to be developed. The merging of different procurement processes for products and 

services, however, has severe problems and does not reflect the specific requirements in the 

procurement of product-service systems, especially with cloud-based components. This article 

highlights the need for a process-oriented view in procurement at multiple levels of abstraction and 

describes a model for the design of electronic procurement process in value networks for cloud-based 

product-service systems requirements. Different process characteristics are examined for applicability 

to hybrid value performance and allow an adjustment proposal for the hybrid procurement process. 

The proposed procurement model is validated in a typical case-study in the IT industry.  

Keywords: product-service systems, value bundles, procurement, cloud computing 

 



1 Motivation 

Global market scenarios lead to the fact that offers are easily comparable. This applies in the range of 

offers of production enterprise as well as from service enterprise. In such comparable offer situations, 

a price leadership is often the key to win shares of the market. A strategically significant possibility to 

differentiate towards the competitor in comparable markets is the offering of integrated product-

service-systems, so-called value bundles (Burr 2002). Value bundles are an integrated combination of 

physical products and immaterial services with a focus on solving a specific customer problem 

(Hirschheim, Klein & Lyytinen 1995). In practise, value bundles are extensions of the offerings of a 

company with components which do not belong to the core competences of the company. Therefore, 

companies who are offering value bundles use different suppliers in a well-organized form like supply 

networks to establish these integrated offerings. Value networks exist of several suppliers independent 

of each other from which one of these suppliers is designated as focal suppliers. The focal supplier is 

the supplier who creates the offer of the customers and organizes all aspects of the value bundle in the 

value network. Looking at value bundles in the Information Technology (IT) sector, one can see that 

some of the components of these value bundles are offerings in the cloud computing area. Offerings 

like online backup service or cloud databases are combined to complex customers’ solutions to 

enhance the value of the solution to the customer. Following this, we see more and more value bundles 

with cloud-based components as service components in the bundle. Current research results show that 

the management of value bundles leads established commercial processes to new challenges in 

information systems. The research in the range of the hybrid added value concentrates upon models 

and methods of the construction of such solutions. From a procurement perspective, we see first 

results in a reference model for the strategic procurement process of value bundles in supply networks 

(Schrödl, Gugel & Turowski 2011). The discussion about more specific aspects of value bundles in 

value networks is still incomplete. The central research question for the present article is: How is a 

supply management process modelled for the procurement of product-service bundles especially with 

cloud-based components in value networks. The article is structured as follows: in the second chapter 

the current research state is displayed to the subjects supply networks, strategic procurement, value 

bundles and the modelling of strategic supply networks. In chapter 3 existing models are evaluated. 

Based on the results of this evaluation a reference model which describes a development of strategic 

value network for value bundles is introduced in chapter 4. Further, in chapter 4 the reference model is 

applied in a typical use case. Chapter 5 gives a summary and indicates future research need. 

2 Research background 

2.1 Service package and value bundle configuration 

For a long time, procurement was considered exclusively as an in intra-company executive organ 

which had to fulfill production-political and distribution-political decisions (Arnold & Essig 2000; 

Kaufmann 2002). Today, however, the high strategic importance of the procurement function is 

widely recognized in practice and science (Holbach 2002; Kaufmann 2002; Krampf 2000). The 

strategic procurement as a part of the entire procurement function has as a major task the analysis and 

goal-oriented creation respectively influencing of sourcing-relevant factors (Roland 1993; Large 

2006). These factors can be classified in three areas: market, suppliers, and the company itself (Roland 

1993). In current literature, a multitude of contributions for the strategic sourcing of products or 

services can be found. But as the economic importance of pure products and services tends to decrease 

because of lacking differentiation, combinations of physical products and services being offered as 

bundles become more and more important in the industry. These combinations are called value 

bundles and are a combination of physical products, services as well as immaterial values as for 

example guarantees. These combinations are specially tailored to solve an individual customer 

problem (Hirschheim, Klein & Lyytinen 1995). Value bundles can be segmented in standardized 



physical products, standardized services as well as customized product and customized services (

figure 1, left). Integration is 

products and services to a combined solution, but also the process integration on customer and 

supplier side (Janiesch et al. 2006)

variable (Fettke & Loos 2007)
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creating and evaluating IT artefacts (Hevner et al. 2004). These IT artefacts are defined as constructs, 

models, methods, or instantiations (March & Smith 1995). To ensure a rigor conduction of the 

research, a clear research methodology is necessary. March & Smith consider build and evaluate as the 

main research activities in design science (March & Smith 1995). Build activities should demonstrate, 

that a certain artifact can be constructed. Evaluate activities should develop criteria to measure the 

behaviour of the artifact and assess the performance of the artifact against these criteria. Taking this as 

nucleus for a design science research methodology, several extensions of this methodology have been 

proposed to enhance the applicability of the research method. For the present research, we have 

adopted the design science research methodology from Vaishnavi & Kuechler with five process steps 

(Kuechler & Vaishnavi 2008). The first process step, awareness of the problem, has been addressed in 

the introduction. The problem relevance leads to the central research question: How to model a 

procurement process aligned to the specific requirement of cloud-based IT solutions? In the second 

process step, we suggest the combination and extension of existing procurement processes as a means 

to develop a new procurement process aligned to cloud-based IT solutions (Rosemann 1996). In 

research step 3, development, we construct a new procurement process by identifying existing 

procurement process through a systematic literature review. Based on these results and the specific 

requirements of cloud-based IT-solutions, a model for the procurement process is proposed. For the 

evaluation of the proposed risk management method, we follow the guidelines for design science 

research according to Hevner et. al (Hevner et al. 2004), where five classes of methods for design 

artefact evaluation are provided. In this research, we validate the new process in a typical industry use 

case. In the conclusion, we reflect the process and discuss refinements for further application. 

3 E-Procurement and Cloud Computing 

3.1 Requirements surveying and requirements analysis for cloud bundles 

In a structured literature analysis, we have collected published requirements analysis by cloud 

computing. We examine articles in the literature rankings VHB-Jourqual2-listing („Association of 

University Professors of Business Administration e.V.”) (Schrader & Hennig-Thurau 2009), the 

official AIS-Ranking (AIS 2010) and the WKWI-listing (Speaker of the Scientific Commission of 

computer science) (2008). Phrases such as "*aaS", "* requirements" and "cloud computing", has been 

searched in the singular and plural, in German and English language. Next, journals and conferences 

have been investigated by topic. The data collection process begins with an electronic search of 

academic databases and the Internet. After that, we have identified high quality journals and 

conference accurate records of the date of each search. Foundational fields in Computer Science, 

Management Science and Organization Science and IS research were identified. 

3.2 E-Procurement process model for cloud-based value bundles 

For the description of the procurement process, procurement opportunities are divided into process 

steps. The process steps include the planning and preparation (sourcing), conducting the procurement 

and the control of the process (monitoring) (Eyholzer, Kuhlmann & Münger 2002). The procurement 

objectives are differentiated according to strategic and tactical and operational components. 

Boundaries between the objectives overlap. The acquisition starts with the identification of needs 

(Eichler 2003; Eyholzer, Kuhlmann & Münger 2002). Based on the requirement determination for 

goods and services, suppliers could be identified for requisition (Albani et al. 2003). The phase is 

supported by corporate information systems. In the strategic procurement the initiation and the 

agreement phase are essentially (Bogaschewsky 1999; Held 2002). The tactical and operational 

procurement process includes steps, which have to do with order processing. The identification of 

potential transaction partners is based on concrete specifications, required in the initiation phase. The 

phase is supported by electronic marketplaces, product catalogues and suppliers using information and 

communication technology. In the agreement phase, conditions and quantities are agreed. The aim of 

the phase is a binding contract between the transaction partners. The implementation phase includes 
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laying layers of virtualization technologies and hardware. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is 

characteristic of the flexible and adaptive use of IT resources. One example is the use of virtual servers 

or remote storage from the cloud. The cloud software infrastructure layer provides resources to other 

higher-level layers (Leimeister et al.). An additional level of abstraction is Platform as a Service 

(PaaS). Instead of a virtual infrastructure, software platforms will be provided. Thereby integrated 

runtime and development environments are provided as a service. A known representative is the 

Google App Engine (Google Inc. 2011). At the application level services are offered (SaaS). Users can 

access the hosted cloud services. SaaS will be defined as a method for deployment of software 

applications available in the Internet. In the narrow sense of the term "Service" functionality can also 

be accessed via a "web service" interface. Thus the integration of external services into own 

applications is possible (Becker, Beverungen & Knackstedt 2008b).  

3.4 Infrastructure requirements in procurement of cloud based solutions 

For the comparison of requirements in procurement of cloud based solutions, the articles were 

compared systematically. The overall requirements of cloud-based solutions benefit has been 

combined in Table 1, defined as a manageable set of ‘workloads’. Based on the derived requirements, 

applications can be grouped and managed in strategic procurement and, moreover, helps companies to 

select appropriate service providers. The infrastructure layer creates a pool of storage and computing 

resources by partitioning. The most common form for providing computational resources to cloud 

users is dubbed Infrastructure as a Service. Virtualization is the enabler for this cloud component. 

Amazon´s Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon Inc.) is a popular example of a commercial system in this 

cloud category (Youseff, Butrico & da Silva 2008). The services offered in the cloud layer are 

commonly differentiated into computational resources, latency, network, storage and security, as 

manageable set of workloads. Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on demand 

network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources’. The cloud model promotes 

compute intensive business analytics. A growing share of computing resources allows for example the 

analysis of complex supply chains. Cloud computing can also perform desktop applications. Capable 

software packages with seamless extension in the cloud perform expensive computing requirements. 

Efforts form the grid community to enable lower latencies to resources via multi-level scheduling, to 

allow applications with many short running tasks are addressed by cloud computing. Cloud computing 

allow latency sensitive applications to operate natively on the cloud (Foster et al. 2008). One of the 

major challenges for cloud computing as the clouds is the growth in scale and numbers of users. 

However, each vendor specifies their own limits and mechanisms for computing CPU utilization 

(Venkataraman, Shah & Zhang). The categorization of requirements to manageable specifications can 

be challenging. Network throughput is the average rate to successful data transfer through a network 

connection. Network bandwidth is the capacity for a given system to transfer data over a connection. 

For a client perspective throughput is more important, although providers base their billing on 

bandwidth. The required storage resources may be procured on demand from cloud computing 

services e.g. from the operating systems (WebOS service provider) (Messerschmidt & Lilienthal). 

Analogous to the use of computing resources offered from the cloud data storage, data storage-as-a-

Service (DaaS) can switch users flexible by demand. Data-Storage-as-a-Service (DaaS) allows users to 

be accessed ubiquitously on remote discs. As with other storage systems must be taken into account 

differences in the requirements. Criteria in the selection of storage are high availability, reliability, 

performance, replication and data consistency. These requirements are manifested in SLAs with 

service providers that can be manageable grouped (Leimeister et al.). Security is an important topic to 

purchase cloud computing solutions (Zhang, Cheng & Boutaba 2010). Service providers shall provide 

the opportunity to specify security settings remotely e.g. for a virtual private cloud. So, the focal 

supplier must rely on the infrastructure provider to achieve full data security. The infrastructure 

provider in this context achieves confidentiality, for secure data access and transfer, and auditability to 

verify the security settings (Li et al. 2009; Santos, Gummadi & Rodrigues 2009). 
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The procurement process begins with the individualized requirements elicitation. With increasing 

hybridization, strong customer-supplier relationship for a given service package of services is 

required. Result of the needs assessment could be a specification that describes all the possible 
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operations and senior management. All discussions have been reflected to the proposed procurement 

model. The considered application is the offer for a provider of information technology. This package 

is an enterprise IT workplace, which can be used as a standard workstation for common office 

activities. The scope of this IT workplace includes hardware (PC, keyboard, mouse), various software 

packages and internet connection. Further, a customer relationship management system (CRM) with 

connection to a digital marketplace for the purchase-management for office supplies is integrated. To 

ensure proper backup, an online-backup solution is integrated. In addition, the offer includes the 

workplace installation and the training of the employee as a service. Finally, there is a service level 

agreement (SLA). This allows the user by problems either to call a hotline or an on-site service. This 

product-service offer is agreed with the customer and sold. 

 
Needs type Solution Component 

own production PC, Keyboard, Mouse 

Procurement needs Software Packages, Internet Conn., CRM-System, Online-backup solution, Market Place 

Conn., Workstation Inst., Staff training, Advanced training, Software licenses, SLA 

Table 2. Defining procurement need 

First, the focal supplier has to identify its procurement need. Therefore the customer solution is 

divided into "own production" and "procurement needs" (see table 2). During the hybridization phase 

of the procurement, components were decomposed into individual components and sub-components. 

Here, a classification according to tangible, intangible, hybrid and cloud components made (see table 

3). Based on the focal supplier decision, clear division for certain components is not always possible. 

 
Classification Solution Component 

Tangible Components Software Packages 

Intangible components Connection to market place, Software licenses 

Hybrid components Internet connection, Workplace installation, Staff training, Advanced training, SLA 

Cloud components CRM-System, Online-backup solution 

Table 3. Hybridization phase 

In the phase of the conception of the hybrid components, the product and service components can be 

distinguished (see table 4). The different components are grouped together to purpose groups to 

achieve positive effects in the procurement of components belonging to the same purpose group. 

 
Component Product Service Purpose 

Internet connection + + Online-Service 

Workplace installation - + Local-Service 

Staff training - + Local-Service 

Advanced training + + Local-Service 

Service-Level-Agreement (SLA) - + Service-Level 

Table 4. Conception of the hybrid components 

In the phase of the conception of the cloud components, the cloud components are grouped into the 

application infrastructure requirements (see table 5). By grouping together components with the same 

application infrastructure requirements, positive effects in the procurement may be achieved. 

 
 Application infrastructure requirements 

Component Compute Latency Network Storage Security 

CRM system Low Medium Medium Medium Tier2 Logical 

Online-Backup Low Low High Large Tier1 Physical 

Table 5. Conception of the cloud components 



In the phase of specification, the procurement requirement formalized and announced. The tangible 

and intangible components can be specified classical. The hybrid components and the cloud 

components are to be specified only in context and interaction with the client. This is documented in 

the specification. All components and specifications are advertised in the value network. In the phase 

of the bundling of services, the deals are based on the tenders of the components takes place in the 

value network, tested, completed and bundled. This collection is combined with the components of the 

manufacturer's own products and is packaged as the product-service bundle that is offered to the 

customer. The bundling of services now depends on the heterogeneity of the suppliers.  

5 Conclusion 

Aim of this paper is to develop a procurement process for product-service bundles in procurement 

management. For this purpose, cloud solutions as an existing product-service bundle in supply chain 

management was analysed and tested for compatibility with the requirements of the sourcing of 

product-service bundles in value networks. Based on this analysis, a design-proposal for the 

procurement of cloud solutions is modelled in addition to the infrastructure layer. It proposes five 

strategic sourcing process steps as a design proposal for procurement value bundles in value networks. 

The suitability of the new process was demonstrated in a use case. The integration of logistic aspects 

for the procurement processes of product-service bundles holds significant advantages for focal 

suppliers of hybrid value bundles over traditional procurement. There are more than reduced 

transaction costs. The presented design proposal is a way out for those companies that challenges the 

integration of product and service components in cloud solutions but faces a lack of procurement 

strategy for value bundles to source hybrid value bundles from their value network. The strategic 

approach to procurement has bundling effects in the design of cloud components. Offering companies 

are able to systematically identify cloud compositions from different integrated offerings to achieve 

monetary and logistic advantages. In many scenarios, such proposals are the missing component to a 

seamless procurement process. This approach offers companies a basis for process changes that 

support the procurement of cloud bundles in value networks. Processes are adjusted according to the 

company and market dynamics. Current and future research will examine the extent how procurement 

requirements are supported by business information systems. This research will give new insights to 

the developers of ICT systems for ERP and SCM on how to align these business requirements to ICT 

functionality. It will examine how the procurement-function in existing business information systems 

to cloud solutions in value networks. It is exploring how existing ERP systems must be designed to 

implement the procurement-process for cloud solutions in value networks. 
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